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Rbstrac t 

This work is continuation and development of the expe. 

rirental investigations of found at the accelerator 

LIK5/5000 effect the phase volume increasing, which essen. 

tially defines the possibility of beae transportation in an 

accelerating channel. Reasurerents were carried out at the 

output of the electron gun E6-430 of the accelerator 

LIE-515000. Tko type of plasma desorption slit cathodes and 

also 2 velvet catode were investigated. Reasurements showed 

that the type of the cathode and the geow;rv of the first 

gap influence ooly the value of the initial phase volume of 

the bear Veh. The character of dependence of V.h. upon the 

function F defining the influence of the space charge of 

the bear, is tht? sale for all the investigated cathodes 

that corresponds to the theoretical understanding of the 

role of space charge in the studied effects. 

that the currents more than IO kt! may be reached in 

up-to-date LI11’s without any problers. The rain difficulty 

in obtaining of high brightness is phase volure increasing 

under processes of forration, transportation and accelera. 

tion of electrons bears in the LIfi. Such increasing 1s con- 

nected with technological feature of the beam transportati- 

on like irl the case of laser transportation in the bTA ac. 

celerator 111, or with the influence of space charge forces 

in the initial part of the accelerator, which take place in 

the LIA-5/5000 in ITEP I21. 

Earlier I21 it was discovered that if the beam current 

I exeeded 5oae critical value I,,. 

1 1 I=,.= O.Olb 5 Is - 11 kl?! (11 

where S is the cross section area of the bean in the cros. 

saver, T - relativistic factor at the exit of the electron 

gun fE61, the phase volume of the beam is determined by the 

1. INTRODUCTION 

For solving the nurber of perspective scientific and 

techical problem high current electrons bears with the 

energy up to tein’s RV and with the brightness exceeding 

lUWcrx,rad~ aire necessary. Since such bedas can be obta. 

ined nou practi#:aly only in the linear induction accelera- 

tors (LIA) investigations of the problems of the beaes ge- 

neration and acceleration in LIR to receive necessary 

brightness are verv actual. The terr ‘brightness’ leans - E 

= k.IIV*m. So to obtain the high brighness it is necessary 

to have the proper current I with the rinirur phase volure 

V,h. 

The investigations of the last few years pointed out 

expression 

V = V-t 1 + C- CF - F,r.)]. (2) 

Here V. is the phase volume of the bear at the entrance of 

the acceleration channel, C=30, F,,.= 0.0225 - constants 

for E6 of the LIA-515000 with the beam diareter 4.6 CI in 

the crossover. Function F = FIT,I) nith the accuracy up to 

lOf15X is deterlined as 

1. T’ r 

F* * , I31 

I.* (r-1 1. Fi- 

where IO = Zacie = 17 kII for the electrons. I - beam cur. 

rent. This function is proportional to !YAUIUO, #here bU/Uo 

is the change of potential in any point on the axis of the 

accelerator due to space charge of the bear: Lb - potential 

in this point without the beam. 
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The results of the eeasureeents of the dependence of 

phase volume on the factor F for the bear eaitted bv desor- 

ption slit cathode (QSC) f-31 carried out earlier are ore. 

sented in the Fig, I. The number of curves were built for 

the ohase volumes corresponding to the different oarts 2 

from the total bear current. Horizontal oarts of the curves 

conformed to the values F i Fu.. For F > F,,. the ohase 

velure increased in accordance to eouation (2). The values 

of the ohase volume in horizontal parts of the curves con. 

cured with the values V.! i.e. with the phase volure of the 
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Figure 1. The dependence of the ohase volume Vph. 

on the factor F for the different Darts x fror 

the total beam current. Iris diameter = 4.6 ce. 

the bear at the entrance in the acceleration or drift than. 

nel. The carried out measurrents with DSC cathode for the 

beams with different dlaaeter showed the cons!ancv of 

F=r.lS = 0,,0016 CM-~, So the purpose of this work was in. 

vestioation of the ohase volume increasing for beaes erit- 

ted bv cold cathodes of different tvpes. 

2. EllPEPlRENT 

The reasurrents of the dependence V(F) have been car. 

ried out wtth the desorption slit cathode (period of the 

structure: mica - 0.1 em: copper - 0.3 en; the height of 

mica onto the comer surface - 2 ma) and with the velvet 

piles cathode with the height of the dielectrical elerents 

equals 1.5 ~1. In the late case the length of the ano- 

de-cathode 9ao was 30 II and the optics of the oap was 

chanped bv focusing electrode near the cathode in order to 

reduce the mole spread of particles in the bear. Another 

DSC nith the eeittino surface consisted of the 69 seoarate 

cells, aith an independent current lead each! was also con- 

sidered. 

The investigations were conducted on the exit of the 

modernized electron yn (E6) of the LIA-5/5000 accelerator 

(Fip. 2). lnoroveeents in the gun construction orovide the 

arrangement of all axiallv sirretrical current leadin ele. 

sents of the ES on the axis of the accelerator. Higher vol. 

taoe rav be aoolied to the pap of the nerlv designed pun 

and this gave possibilitv to widen the range of reasure- 

Figure 2. The electron gun E6-430. 1.2 - the 

first and the second oulse transtforrers; 3 - 

cathode: 4 - grid (first anode): 5 - focusing 

electrod: 6 - drift tube (second anode): with fo. 

cusinp coil; 7 - phase volure neasurino instru- 

rent. 

nents of &h.(F) with F as a oaraeeter. In addition the 

first acceleratino oao in the new ES right be chanped wit- _ _ 

hin one ouroinp-down cvcle. 

In exoerirents bein! described. just as in the work 

T21. the lenothes of the first and the second oaos were 

equal corresoondinolv 30 and 50 II. the diareter of the 

cathodes - 75 me! the iris diareter - 46 ne. The voltage in 

the first pap #as chanped free 100 to 250 kV. in the second 

oap - fron 0 to 400 kV. The erission currents of the catho. 

des altered fror 100 to 1700 II. and the current at the fun 

exit - from 100 to SO0 R. 

The nodified two slits method was used for nhase volu. 

me reasurerents. The device consisted of the entrance slit 

0.3 II and a larellar svster consisting of 20 140) larels 

0.3 II width each, This larellar svster was tightlv connec- 

ted with the entrance slit. The distance between the slit 

and larellar svster was equal 180 am. Such device had reso. 

lution 0.005 ce.rad and it could be roved in the direction 

transverse to the axis of the bear bv a rerote control svs. 
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tee. The signals were registered bv oscilloscooe with rero. 

ry and statistical training of the signals gas used. Like 

orevious reasurerents, each ooint in the V(F) curve corres. 

ponded to the riniral value of the focusing magnetic field 

in the drift channel, when the Vm.(Fl=const. and there we. 

re no losses of the oarticles. 

The initial ohase velure of the bear was defined thro- 

ugh the results of neasurerents of the transverse angle 

spread of the p,articles in the beae B for different desor. 

otion cathodes I41 and through the diameter of the bear. 

The value 0 was defined bv the erission characteristics of 

a cathode. bv the influence of the soherical and chromatic 

aberrations in the anode - cathode gao and also bv the oro- 

perties of the anode grid. VPh. also deoends ueon the ini. 

tial radius of the bear define bv the dimension of the 

iris. The eeasuretents of 8 showed at the same tire that 6 

weeklv deoends upon the pressure of the residual gas in the 

volume of the ES. unon the eorent in the oulse duration, 

upon the sharpness of accelerating voltage rise in the gap 

and. at last, uoon the value of the accelerating field E.-c 

itself. The last circurstance is rather essential as anv 

change of the value F under reasurerent &h.(F) sometires 

requires changes of the accelerating field in the first 

gap. 

3. RESULTS. 

The results of the exoerinents are oresented in the 

fig, 3. The upoer curve corresoonds to the results of the 

work t21. The obtained ooints for large-structure cell cat. 

hode are also oointed in the fig.3. Two lower curves relate 

to the oile cathode rade of velvet. It is seen that the 

character of the rise of the ohase volure is the same for 

all the different cathodes. Relativelv the same slooe of 

the rising oarts of the curves suooorts the conclusion of 

the work T21 that this slooe does not deoend uoon anv other 

factors exceot the initial radius of the bear. The values 

of Fs~ for all the curves coincide with accuracv to 10%. 

These facts wil.ness the rain factor influencing the rise of 

Figure 3. The deoendance of the beam phase velure 

v eh. on factor F for the different tvoes of cat. 

hodes, I - large-structure rica DSC: 2 - oiles 

cathode [velvet) without focusing electrod: 3 - 

oiles cathode (velvet1 with focusing electrod. 

the phase volure is the natural soace charge of the beam as 

the factor F deoends onlv uoon AU& under constant bear 

radius. This conclusion does not contradict with the the. 

oretical undestanding of 121. 

This investigation confirr the constancv of the ratio 

Fw./S = 0,OOlb without anv deoendence upon the gun geoeet. 

ry! tvpe of a cathode and the initial phase volume of the 

bear. 
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